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Abstract. Let .ti be a finite automaton with a distance function, and ID(&) be the set of distances 
associated with words accepted by .E4. This paper presents an improved upper bound of ED(&) 
when the upper limit of ID(&!) is finite. It also presents one necessary and sufficient conditic;l 
concerning (word, +)-expressions for the upper limit of ID(.PP) to be infinite. 
RCsum~. Soit s8 un automate fini muni d’une fonction de coiit sur chacune des transitions, et soit 
ID(&) I’ensemble des coints des mots accept& par ,sl. Cet article prkente une amClioration de 
la borne connue pour ID(&) quand cet ensemble est fin!. 
This paper is an improved version of Hashigtrchi [3], which will be called in the 
sequel “the first paper”. Some people informed the author of certain incompleteness 
in the first paper, and the author was encouraged to rewrite the whole pajkr: and 
obtain several new results. 
A finite automaton & with a distance function (in short, a -automaton &i) is a 
sextuple, (Z, Q, MY S, F, d), v;here Z is the input aiphabet, is the finite set of 
states, A: k the transition function M : Q x C + 2q S, Fc Q are the sets of initial 
and final statzs respectively, and d is the distance function d : Q x 
where CO is the sign for infinity, and for any 
d(p, a, q) ~130 iff q@ M(p, a). M is extended to 
2’ in the uUua ay. Note that .&’ does not all 
for any p E Q, p, h ) = {p}, where A is the n 
& is denoted by W(d), that 
empty set. d is extended to d : 
(0, P,2, . . .} u {Qo} as follows: for any p9 
(1) d(p,%q)=~ifp=q; d(pAq) 
(2) ep, WQ, 4) = min(d( J33 w, q’) + d 
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ID( &) is the set of istances associated with words in R(d), that is, ID( &) = 
{d(S, w, F)I w E R(d)}. 3 ) is the upper limit of ID(&). & is said to be limited 
nn distance if D( .tii < 00. is the function from Q x C* to 2Q such that 
pEQ,and WE z*, M,(p, w)={qEQ!d(p, w, q) = 0). d is said to be O-deter 
iff for any PEQ and WE *, # M,(p, w) s 1, where # 
set B. Two D-automata & = (2, Q, S, F, d) and .& = (2, Q’, 
said to be strongly D-equivalent i for all w E Z*, it holds 
d’(S’, W, F’). lUote that if ti and &’ are strongly D-equivalent, th 
of the first paper was to present an algorithm for deciding 
whether or nei an arbitrary D-automaton & is limited in distance. This purpose 
was achieved by giving an upper bound of ID( &) when ID( &) is finite. For obtaining 
this upper bound we first transfor .& into the corresponding O-deterministic 
D-automaton ~8 which is strongly -equivalent to &, and established the main 
lemma which holds for an arbitrary O-deterministic D-automaton, and from which 
an upper bound of ID(&) follows easily. 
In this paper we shall establish a new main lemma (Nlain Lemma 3.5) which 
holds for an arbitrary O-deterministic D-au.tomsfon From this new -main lemma, 
one can obtain an improved upper bound of ID(&) for an arbitrary D-automaton 
& (Theorems 3.6, 3 .9). In the course of the proof of the new main lersrcla, we shdi 
define (word, +)-expressions which consist of finite words, and + operations, where 
for any Lc Z+, L+ = L* - {A}, and from the new main lemma, we can also obtain 
one necessary aud MXcient condition concerning (word, +)-expressions for D( A?) 
to be infin& (7’” klecrems %8,3.9). This condition may be regarded as a generalization 
of a condition for a rational language 
Remark 3.12). 
not to have the finite power property (see 
Main Lemma 3.5 and Theorems 3.6, 3.8, 3.9 are presented in Section 3, and the 
proof of Main Lemma 3.5 is presented in Section 4. 
ries 
et & = (EY Q, M, S, F, d) be an arbitrary D-automaton. The function Mo: Q x 
L T*+ 2” defined in Section 1 is extended to n/l,: 2Q x C* + 2’ as follows: for any 
(t, w)={qEQlfor some pEt,d(p, w,q)=O}. 
(p, wj = Mo( Mo( p, v), w) and MO( t, VW) = 
The proof of the following proposition can be found in the first 
3.2); here we present a sketch of the proof. 
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inistic, and for atz:y p E ‘andaEz9#{qE 
(4) .&’ and ~4’ are strongly # D-eq&alent. 
’ ind,lctively as fsllows: 
or any t, t’e Q’ and any a E C: 
(5) d(t, a, t’) =W if t’# MO(t, a) and t’# M(t, a). 
Then M’ is defined as follows: for any t E Q’ and a E 2, 
M’(t, a)=(& Q’Id(t, a, f)s 1). 
One can prove that & and &’ are strongly D-equivale t (see Lemma 3.2 in [3]). q 
In Proposition 2.1, for anv w E X* and p E Q’, it holds that # 
1, but #{q E Q’I 1 s d’( p, w, q) < 00) may be greater than 1. 
= is the equivalence relation over Z* such that for any v, w E E*., 
(P, 4 = MAP, ~1, and WP, 4 = (f-5 d. 
is a congruence relation, that is, for any v, w, x, y E 2?, if 
V =xand w=y, then vw=xy. 
(2) #P/ f ) the cardinality of the set of congruence classes of 27 module = : is 
smaller than c,r equal to 4”‘, where m = #Q* 
roof. (1) is clear. 
(2) %or each WEZ*, define the mapping F, : Q+ 2Q x 2’ as follows: for any 
p~Q,F,,(p)=(M~~p,w),Nf(p,w~).Then~~~-anyv,w~~~,v~wiff F,=F,..Thus 
#2*/s ~(2”~2’“)“=2~~~=4~~, where m=#Q, q 
The class of (word, + j-m ressions is the s allest class of ex 
which satisfy the following: 
(1) A, 8, and a E 2 are (word, +)-ex 
(2) if E and F are (word, +)-expressions, then (I?)+ are @or 
expressions. 
which is define 
(1) IAl = {AI, ISI =8, an 
+=(iEIW)UEIEl 
is e la enote 
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itio .7. For any (word, +)-expression E and any positive integer k, E(k) 
denotes the word which is obtained from E by replacing each occurrence of + 
with k. 
et IX = {a, b}, and E = (ab)‘( a+ab)+a. E is a (word, +)-expressioq 
and for each kal, E(k)=(ab)k(akab)ka. 
or any two mappings f, : Q-) 2Q and f2: 
f2.f, : Q+ 2Q as follows: for any p E Q, f2.f,( p) = {q E 
fi(q')b 
r some q’E 4;(p), q E 
For any three mappings f, : Q + 2’, f?: Q+ 2O, and f3: Q+ 2q 
f&( fi.f,) = (f3.f2)_f,, that is, . is an associative operation. 
of the following proposition is clear? and is omitted. 
1. Let v, w E Z*, fo, Jv be two appings, fu : Q -) 2’, fW7 : Q + 2’, and 
,V be two ( word, +)-expressions. Assume that there exist integers i, j 3 0 such that 
for any p E Q and any integer k Z= 1, the following hold: 
(1) for any qEfo(p) and c’~~~~~PL 
dt p, v, d, 4 P, EtSW, d s i; 
4 P, w, 4’), 4 p, WW, 4’) 9; 
(2) for any 4EfLdPJ and s’afM4Ph 
u(k), q), d(p, E,(k), q7 2 k. 
Then for any p E Q and any k 3 1, the following hold: 
(3) for any 9 Efht*fu( PL 
is section presents one main lemma and three main theorems. T 
the main lemma is presented in Section 4. 
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r any WE&z*, o(l( w)) is defined in uctively as follows, w 
o(I(w))=2*x( + 1) x((r”il+ 1) x2*ym x (2”“; 1) x 0(1(w)- 1). 
. For m = #Q, o(m) s 24m3+2m2+5m. 
o(m)~mx22mX(m+l)mX((m+1)X22m)m2X(2m~+ 
S2 2-.x-tbg m x 2(log m+l)m x 2ilog m+l+*m)m* x 2(m*+-l)m 
_= 23m”+m210gm-i-m2+mlogm+4m+~ogm 
. 
s2 4m3+2m2+5m . 61 
If~=(z;Q,M,S,F,d) is O-deterministic, then for any w E Z*, 
re exist a (wori, +)-expression E, and a mapping fH, : Q+ 2* such that IEYI,I c e(w), 
and for any p E Q and any positbe integer k, the afGi/owing hold: 
(1) ,for any 9 EfW(P), 
(P, w, 4), d(P9 L(k), 4) s o(Uw)); 
(2) for nny 9 @f,(P), d(P, EUW, 9) 2 k- 
The proof of Main Lemma 3.5 is presented in Section 4. From the main le 
we can o stain the following three theorems and one algorithm. 
If A? is Q-deterministic, then 
(d) < 00 iff D( .d) s 24m3+2m2+5m, where 
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e~rem 3.6 gives he following algorit 
word, +)- 
er k, d(S, E(k), F) 3 k 
a contradiction. 
rom core .6,3.8 and Pro osition 2.1 v one can obtain the following theorem 
which hoids for an arb tray ~-automaton. 
where m = #Q, 
e follo~jng ?l~ld: 
exists Q (word, +)-expression E such that 1 E 1 c R(d) and 
d(S, E(k), F)s k 
‘, S’, F’, d’) be the corres onding O-deterministic 
& as in Proposition 2.1. Then # Q’s 2”, 
< 324X(2”‘)3 
---, = 223”‘+’ iff
oposition 2.11, we also have the following: 
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for deciding w ether or not an arbitrary 
er or not there exists atly ki 
-automaton, where of course 
at L is not limited i here exists w CE 
(1) Q’=Q; 
(2) S’= F”= (s); 
-automatcn 24 = (2, 
he finite power property i 
there exists a (word, +)- 
such that !EI c L* and for any positive integer k, d( s, 
that w+ is :. (word, +)-expression for which the followi 
any positite integer k, d(s, w’(k), s) 3 k. 
This section presents the 
&=(,2; 
t will suflke to note the following: 
7 xy)= 
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(2) (Q, xv) = 13, x), v) c MdQ3 Yh mus#Mo(Q, xvF#1cg,(Q,y)- Q 
,Tor my x, y E 2*, ifI( I(y), tk@n (Q, XY) = 
roof. We note that M&l, xy) = L%WdQ, ~1, Y) c MdQ, y)* Thus if Iby) = I(y), 
then ~M,M?AY~=M,~QA •I 
.4. For any x, y E Z*, if I(xy) = I(y), &en jk any PE Q and qc 
Q-W(Q,xyL d(~,y,qPO. 
roof. Assume that I(xy) = I(y). By the lemma, MO( Q, xy) = MO( Q> y)* If fm some 
peQ and q’ +&(Q,xY), d(p,y,q)=O, then M,(Q,y)~M,(M,iQ,x),y)u 
{q} = MO( Q, xy) u {q}, tvhich is a contradiction to MO( Q, y) = M&Q, xy). c? 
Lemma4.5. IfI(w)=OforwEX *, then for anyp E Q and q E M( p, 4. d( p, w, q) 6 
#Q. 
roof. Assume that I(w) = 0. By Corollary 4.2, for any prefix x of w, I(x) = 0, i.e., 
I&( Q, x) = Q. Thus for any q E Q, there exists p E Q such that q = M,(p, x). Now 
let p E Q, q E M( p, w), and assume that d ( p, w, q) a # Q+ 1. Then there exist x1 9 
x2, l * l 9 &?I+1 EC+ and qo, ql,. . . , qm+,E Q such that m =#Q, w=x1x2.. . x~+~, 
c&J = P, %?I+1 =I 4, dblo, Xl 9 %I + d(q,, x2, q*H l l l + e&n, xnY+1, q*+J = d(P, 4 4)9 
andforeachi(O~i~m),OCd(qi,x++l, qi+l). From the above observation, for each 
qi (1 s i s tt~ + l), there exists pi E Q such that qi = Mo( pi-, ~1 _ . . xi)+ Since m = # c, 
there exist &j (1 s i <j G r~f + 1) such that pj = pi. But then 
qj = Mo( pi, X1 l l l Xi) = Mo( pi, X1 l l l Xi) = Mo( Mo( pi, x1 l l - Xi), Xi+] . l l Xi) 
(qi, Xi+, . . . Xi, qj) = 0, a contradiction. q 
, I(w)-decomposition of w is a 
= “i/“:“~682 = , . xnanxn+l, 
(3) ‘%B alil j (n qs id, 
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. For any w E * with I(w)>& I(w)-decomposition of w is unique, 
and its length is greater than or equal to 1. 
Now we can present t 
The proof is by induction on I(w). 
at I(A) =O.) We 
ptiQ,J;,,(p)= 
-decomposition of w be (x,, a,, x-,, a,, . . . , 
consider two cases. 
Case 1: n<(;~+1)X22”)mx(2”‘2+1), where m=#Q. 
(1 s i s n + 1), there exist a (word, +)-expression Eax, and a 
which (1) and (2) in the main lemma hold. We put E,, = E_~,ai &.J,. . . 
and _tv = fx,,. , l fa,,*fx,, * l cfa,= fx, , where for each j (1 s j s n), fa, is the map 
P such that for any p E Q, fa,( p) = M( p, aj). Then by Proposition 2, 
to see that 1 E,I c e(w) and (1) an& (2) in the maiz !XXW hold. 
Case 2: n+(m+l)x22’n)“x(2m2+1). Let ~=~,~a,,x,,a,~...x,~a,~w,, where 
Z~((~+1)~2’“)“~(2”~+1),~~~~*,andfori~1,...,I,~,~=~~and~,~=~~.For 
each i = 1 , . . . , Z, we define two mappings g:i: Q + 2Q and gfi: Q - 2” as follows: 
gk =Jlb,;“,J;,jo~~,,_,ef~~i-~ l l sfOi,mLll 3 
gE =f"~~'AC~~'h~~_~'fx~~_~ l l l Lili+l'fXlr+l9 
where gp, = fA, that is, for any p E Q, gE( p) = (p, h) = {p}. Next for each i = 
1 . . , 1, define the mapping Gli : Q + (Q u { 4)) x 2Q x 2o as follows: for any p E 
d;i(p)= t”O(p9 Xltall l l l x*iali), M(P, xI?cpII l l l xl~aE6)9 ,Oki(p))* Since 
~{glg:Q+(Qu{+))x2 Qx2Q)=((m+1)x2mx2m)m 
=((m+l)x22m)m, 
+{glg:Q+2’]=[2”)m=2m2, and el= (C31+l)x2*“‘)~ x(2m2-i- l), we can see t 
there exi. t i, $ j, (1 s i, <j, s I) such that Gri, = G,, and gri, = gyj, . 
El = EJ EII)+E12, where 
EMI= 
and 62 = E,,+,aj,+- 1 . . - 
any P E Q, hd 
and define the 
as follows: for 
uQ h, =I?;,, 
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d q’ E ?I,( p). kt is clear that 
d(p, x,,q,, I/ - l Xlj,Qlj,, q), 04 XilQll = l = xIIalI9 9’) 
~((m~l~x2’“)mx(2”‘~+l)>r(*(I(W)-1)+ 
+a)x22m)mx(2m2+l)xo(l(w)-1j. 
Since 6, jr = Gli, , it follows that q E g :j,( 
d(q, x,i, +-,a,i,+, l l 0 X,j,a,j, 3 qj = 
,siE,,j”(kj, q) 6 4 x ( 
2mjmx(2”2+1!Vr?(ll~)-1). 
or q’c h,(p), there exists p’E h,o( j such that qk h,,( 
d(p, E,(I1-), q’) s &P, &,(E,,j+(k), p’j + d(p’, E&j, q’) 
~((m%1jx22”j”x(2”2*1)x(o(l(wj-l)+1) 
x(2”k)xo( 
(2.2) Assume that q fiC h,(p). We consider two cases. 
(p, E,(k)) for some k. Then q g (p, E,(k)) for all 
assertion is cle 
,( k)). Consider any sequence of states qo, ql, . . . , qk such that 
+dh. E,,(k), q) = CA E,(k), 9). 
f qoe s&(p), then d ( p, Elo( k), o) 2 k, and the assertion holds. So we can assume 
that qoE gFi,( P j. Since gti, = g;j,, we can see similarly that if q,, e gki,( p) 
u (1 s tp s k), then d(p, E,,(k)&(k))“, qu) 3 k, and the assertion holds. So we 
assume that q,# Eg:,,(p) for all u (OS u G k). Now we consider h,, = gpj, = gy!, . As 
above, we can also assume that q E h, ,(q& Since g:j, = g:, , we can aZse pscurre 
at q E grj,(qad) = h,,(q,,) for all u (0~ u s k). Now assu at d(q,, E,,(k), qU+,j = 
for some 24 (O<usk-- 1). By CoroIiary 4.4, qU,_, Q1 &0(6 I )‘( W. Then 
E tllo( p) and q E h,,(q,,+,), which is a contradiction to q& h,,.hlo(p). So for ah 
+‘c tis k-l), d(q,, E,,(k),quJ ,)>O, and (2.2) in Claim 4.8 holds. El 
Next we consider w2. f I(w) 4(w), then 
assertion is clear. Let ( w2) = I( M?), an 
w2 be (x7,, a,, 9 x22, az2, . . . , x2,,‘, a2nl, x~,,~+,). IIf n’< 1, 
lvhere l is as above, then we can see from Case 1 and Case 2 above, that the assertion 
s. So assume that n’a 6. Let w? = x2,a2,x22a22.. . x21a21w3 for w3 E Z*. 
mne a (word, +)-e E20( E2,)+Ez2, and ma 
in this fashion, we obtai 
of w, 
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where k, Xlj an aij are as above, and either (z)<I(w) or ](z)=I(w) a 
length of I(z)-decomposition of z is smaller cl-an 1. or eac{t d (1 c i c r), we also 
io( Ei,) + Ei2, and mappings 
PJCGHI car b:r Cast (I ), for there 
+)-expression EZ 2nd mapping fz : + 2 ' for which t 
. h, . It is cEe?r that IE,,.I c e(w). 
E Q and any integer 
(2.3’ for any 9 ~.L(/)), 414 w, q), (p, E,(k), q) s o(l( w)k 
(2.4j for any q g f‘,.(p), d( P, KW, 9) 2 k. 
., (2.4) is clear by Proposition 2.11. 
(2.3) Let q E&.(P). We shall prove that d( p, E,,.(k), q) s o( 
inequality follows similarly.) Since q E f,,.( p), there exists a sequence of states, 
I¶*‘*, qr such that q1 E h,,(p), q ~f,.h,,(q,), and for i = 1, . 5 Y- 1, t~,+~ E 
h i+loa h,( qi). By definition of irio, we know that qi E IWJ QF E, Ez . . . E, _ 1 
for all i (1 c i s I’). N ow define the sequence of integers, u,, . . . , u,. (1 = tll < uZ c 
l l l < u, s r) inductively as follows: 
, let ui-, be the largest integer such that ui _ 1 s u:_, s r, and 
E,,;_,-,E,;_,,,(E,,;_,,)+jbc), %:_,) =O, where 4-l = ui-l when 
such u:_, > Ui-1 does not exist. If ui_, = p9 then c = i- 1, and the procedure ends. 
Otherwise put Ui = tii-, -I- 1, and repeat the procedure. Then we can see that 
Thus it wial suffice to show that c < m. Assume 
i (1 s is c), there exists pi E Q such that qu, E 
Since c > m = #Q, there exist i,_j (1 s i <j 
WL,, Eu,*E,,+1 ’ l l E,,,+ A!?‘,,,,,( Eu,,)+( k), q”,) = 0, 
d(P, E,.w, 9) his completes the proof of C 
Main Lemma 3.5. Cl 
The author would like to tha.nk 
St2 
es 
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